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Investigating Innovation Capability and Organisational Performance in Service Firms

1. Introduction

Stakeholders’ value creation has been the key driver for most business activities in today’s economic environment. Huge investments have been made to develop sources for sustainable competitive advantage to improve overall business performance (Franco-Santos et al., 2012). In last few years, business
environment is characterised as unstable and dynamic. Consequently, organisations need to continuously innovate and improve their performance to cope with the market uncertainty while simultaneously outperforming their rivals (Taticchi et al., 2010). Pandy (2005) argued that organisations do their best to find the optimal way to develop and promote their performance, use the best strategy that leads to goal achievement, and try to get the highest level of profit. In an unstable economic environment, it becomes necessary to continue improving the factors which can help to innovate. Given the nature of highly turbulent business environment, Melnyk et al. (2014) suggested the need for finding out-of-box innovative solutions. They emphasized that businesses need new approaches and models for innovation to compete and retain competitive advantage. A positive innovative climate is also vital for an organisations’ success and performance improvement (Kohler et al., 2010). It can be argued that innovation has emerged as one of the mainstream research topic in last decade.

In 21st century, Innovation is crucial for businesses to address key challenges anticipated by the changes in socioeconomic and environmental issues (de Medeiros et al., 2014, Pfeffer and Soutton, 2000). Jaskyte (2011) indicated that innovation also creates value for customer as it satisfies the needs of existing customers and market in creative ways. Many scholars have suggested that innovation leads to development of new product and new production techniques as well as opening of new markets, the use of new sources of supply and new forms of competition (Sledzik, 2013). Literature shows that innovation leads to change in organisations and also helps them to establish competitiveness. It is found that both the new innovative products and design help to maintain market share of the company and increase profits in those markets (Gaynor et al., 2001).

Over the years, a number of researchers have shown that innovation affects organisations’ performance (Weiss and Anisimova, 2018; Alexander, 2015; Alegre, Sengupta, and Lapedra, 2013; Laursen, and Salter, 2006; Hult et al., 2004; Johnston and Michiel, 1990; Saunila et al., 2014). Saunila et al. (2014) argues that innovation capabilities can lead to improved performance. Organisational performance can be improved and developed through innovation supported by various factors such as environment, organisational culture, and others (Saunila et al., 2014). Reflecting on that, several researchers focused on the effects of innovation on organisational performance (Bowen et al., 2010; Gunday et al., 2011; Jimenez and Sanz-Valle, 2011; Rheea et al. 2010; Upadhaya et al, 2014). Upadhaya et al. (2014) highlight that organisational performance and organisational effectiveness is interrelated. To illustrate more, studies by Mazzanti et al. (2006); Bowen et al. (2010); Gunday et al. (2011) and Saunila et al. (2014) show that performance and innovation are positively related. They also indicated that innovative firms have higher levels of productivity, firm’s value, and growth than traditional non-innovating firms. Napier (2010) and Costello and Prohaska, (2013) highlight that newness and better performance as two essential concepts defining innovation. In global economy innovation is therefore seen as a driver of organisational growth and future success for businesses. In contrast, some researchers have shown that performance relationship with innovation is affected by other factors such as social, cultural, and environmental factors (Barnes and Hinton, 2012). Rasiah et al. (2016) provided an evolutionary perspective for innovation capabilities and suggested a measurement instrument using knowledge embodied in machinery, training, processes and products. The findings suggested that the innovation capability is linked with institutional support, and it influences the organisational performance in context of exports. A study by Gunday et al. (2011) suggests that practitioners and decision makers must consider factors associated with innovation to increase their operational performance.

The motivation for this research comes from the identified research gaps in dynamic and international operating organisations, identified by different researchers (such as, Barnes & Hinton (2012), Pananjape et al. (2006), Searcy (2012), Saunila et al., (2014) and others). Innovation though widely discussed in the manufacturing sector has now attracted attention in the service sector. However, Hipp and Grupp (2005) points out that the findings related to manufacturing sector cannot simply be replicated in the service sector. As a result, studies on innovation capability in context of service sector are scarce compared to the manufacturing sector (Hogan et al. 2011; Sigala and Kyriakidou, 2015). This study focusses on the banking
sector for data collection in an emerging market. The paper aims to identify the key determinants of innovation capability and investigates its relationship with organisational performance in banking sector. Next section (section 2) reviews literature on innovation capability and organisational performance which is followed by the conceptual framework and research methodology in section 3. Section 4 presents the findings and discusses the findings in context of banking sector. The paper concludes in section 5 by highlighting the limitations and identifying the themes for future research.

2. Background

In general, innovation is considered as the main motive of economic growth in the global market. Poteca and Cebuc (2010) highlight that organisations and international businesses are focusing on innovation to compete and gain competitive edge. Innovation can take different forms in terms of a new product or service, a new process, or a new structure or a new operating system (Hult et al., 2004; Saunila et al., 2014). Many organisations adopt the idea of upgrading their competitive position and embrace innovation as it is a vital factor for survival and success (Baumol, 2002). Over the years many researchers have focused on the importance of innovation from the strategic prospective in building and sustaining competitive advantage and value creation (Ciabuschi et al., 2011; Franko, 1989). Previous literature discussed how organisations innovate, transfer innovation, and deal with innovation to gain competitive advantage and market share (Ciabuschi et al., 2011). This has been looked from the perspective of corporate context of innovations and the organisational structure, i.e. organisational internal and external capabilities (Ciabuschi et al., 2011; Hansen, 1999). On the other hand, Phene and Almeida (2008) points out that less attention has been paid on the outcome of the innovation process itself. Rogers (2002) described innovation as “an idea, practice or object that apparent as recent by people or the adoption unit”. Nevertheless, the explanation of innovation in literature cannot be construed as it fails to give insights into different types of innovation and its relationship with sustainable competitive advantage. In fact, there are two key factors that define innovation: newness and better performance (Napier, 2010; Costello and Prohaska, 2013).

2.1 Innovation capability and organisational performance

Organisations are increasingly searching for new avenues to improve their market position and as a result, they develop their capability to continuously innovate. Innovation has emerged as a key source to secure competitive advantage in the market. Innovation enables firms to develop and implement more efficient and effective processes and strategies, resulting in developing innovative products. Bigliardi (2013) investigated the impact of innovative practices on the financial performance of SMEs, and argued that the financial performance of SMEs improved with an increase in the innovation level. Specifically, they highlighted the innovation practices developed in order to meet the customers’ needs and to differentiate from the competitors resulting in improving the financial performance. Innovation capability affects performance of the firms. Innovation, knowledge sharing and firm performance are interrelated subjects that need to be further explored to understand their dynamics and implications. Similarly, Calantone et al. (2002) developed a framework to understand the relationship between learning orientation, innovation capability, and firm performance, and suggested that learning orientation is critical for innovation and firm performance. Learning orientation guides the strategy for resource generation and skills requirement for innovation and firm performance. Learning orientation of a firm can be strongly linked with the organisation culture. In this direction Baker and Sinkula (1999) highlighted the effect of market and learning orientation on firm performance. Saunila and Ukko (2012) reviewed past literature on innovation capability and performance, and developed a conceptual framework with five perspectives to measure the impact of innovation capability on business performance. Dadfar et al. (2013) also examined the organisational innovation capability, product platform development and performance relationships in pharmaceutical SMEs. They argued that firms tend to choose an imitative strategy in technology and
product development, where the common pattern for technology sourcing was external. However, a combination of both internal and external sourcing for technology and product development is used by high performing firms. Sher and Yang (2005) also investigated the relationships between different dimensions of innovative capability and firm performance. The findings of the empirical study indicated that innovative capabilities have positive influence on performance as measured by Returns on Assets (ROA).

In this highly competitive business environment innovation could be recognised as a crucial factor for a successful business. In this line, Akman and Yilmaz (2008) examined the inter-relationships among market orientation, innovation strategy, innovative capability and innovation success for SMEs in developing countries, and discussed the mechanism for effective management of innovation in the software firms. Understanding the relationships among factors of innovation capability and firm performance may provide insight into how firms can improve their innovation capability to sustain their financial and non-financial performance. It is thus evident that past literature has studied the relationships between innovative practices and firm performance, but most of these studies are focussed on manufacturing industry, which provides the motivation for the current study. Vergori (2014) highlighted the recognition and importance of innovation in the service sector. However, the study also highlights that most research is mainly focused only on the quantitative nature of services such as productivity issues (Vergori, 2014). This study focusses on understanding the relationship between innovation capability and firm performance in service sector which has found limited discussion in literature. The first set of hypotheses that we aim to test are

**H1: Innovation capability positively influences financial performance**

**H2: Innovation capability positively influences non-financial performance**

Innovation capability is central not only for firm performance but also for the organisation's other activities. Lin (2007) examined the influence of different organisational factors and knowledge sharing processes on superior firm innovation capability. The paper argued that the organisational culture and the ability to share information and knowledge among the employees enable the firm to improve innovation capability. Panayides (2006) empirically examined the antecedents of innovation capability as well as its consequences. The study identified the relationship orientation as an antecedent to innovativeness that leads to higher levels of service quality and firm performance. The study further argued that innovativeness is an important factor for improving service quality, which as a result improves customer value and firm performance. However, Panayides (2006) also stressed that their research should be further extended to incorporate other industrial and cultural contexts. The positive link between organisational culture and innovation capability was also evident in the work of Naranjo-Valencia, Jiménez-Jiménez, & Sanz-Valle, (2016). Their study found organizational culture as a key determinant for firm innovation. However, they also pointed out that organisational culture can sometimes also act as a barrier against innovation. Where adhocracy culture positively influences on firm innovation, hierarchy culture negatively influences the firm innovation consistent with the findings in the literature. Various studies have explored the effect of culture on innovation and organisational performance. For instance, Leticia Santos-Vijande et al. (2013) investigated the impact of innovative culture on the performance of knowledge-intensive business services. They measured the performance in terms of the customer-related outcomes, and market and financial results relative to competition. They argued that organisations which promote innovative culture tend to perform better on competitive indicators. In this line, Tsai and Tsai (2010) and Saunila and Ukko (2014) investigated the innovation capability and business/firm performance relationships in different contexts. Hogan and Coote (2014) explored the positive linkages between the organisational culture, innovation and performance, a view consistent with other researchers. The discussion presented in this section leads to our third hypothesis.

**H3: Organisation culture positively influences innovation capability**
Highlighting the importance of knowledge transfer, Cavusgil et al. (2003) discussed the tacit knowledge transfer affects the firm innovation capability based on the theory of knowledge. Moreover, based on the review of past literature, Lawson and Samson (2001) argued that innovation management can be viewed as one of the critical organisational capabilities responsible for competitive advantage. They argued that firms should invest and nurture this capability to execute effective innovation processes. As a result, this will lead to innovations in new product, services and processes, and superior business performance. In the high technology firm’s context in China, Yang (2012) examined the antecedents of firm innovation capability and concluded that the firm’s innovation capability does impact the long-term growth.

Romijn and Albaladejo (2002) investigated the determinants of innovation capability in small UK electronics and software firms and identified a number of internal and external factors responsible for improving the innovation capability of the firm. The importance of prior experience in the sector was found as one of the prominent internal factors in a scientific environment. A relationship between knowledge sharing, absorptive capacity, and innovation capability in Taiwan's knowledge-intensive industries was investigated by Liao et al. (2007). They argued that absorptive capacity behaves as an intervening factor between innovation capability and knowledge sharing. The empirical findings of Hong et al. (2004) also emphasized the importance of knowledge sharing in new product development. Liao, Fei and Chen (2007) argued that knowledge sharing is essential in developing knowledge capabilities which ultimately influences the firm’s innovation capability. Yeşil et al. (2013) focused on the knowledge sharing process and its impact on innovation capability and performance of the firms. The study examined the influence of knowledge sharing process on innovation capability of the firms, and further linked it with the innovation performance of the firm. They argue that knowledge sharing has implication for innovation capability and innovation performance of the firms. Thus, these arguments lead to following hypothesis:

**H4: Knowledge sharing positively influences innovation capability**

A number of research studies have shown the increasing importance of HR practices to the competitive advantages of firms in the rapidly changing knowledge-based economy (Chen and Huang, 2009; Delery and Roumpi, 2017). Past literature such as Sok and O’Cass (2011) focused on investigating the relationship between innovation resource – capability complementarity and innovation-based performance and reported that former drives the later. They asserted that this relationship could be further enhanced if the firms possess a superior learning capability, influenced by their culture. Such firms will be willing to question their operational processes and routines, and make improvements based on the feedback provided by customers on developing new products. Hewitt-Dundas (2006) attempted to identify the factors that constrain innovation. Their study showed that resource limitations have significant negative impact on the firm’s innovation capability. Camelo-Ordaz et al. (2011) investigated the role of human resource management (HRM) practices in knowledge sharing and innovation through employees' affective commitment. Their findings show that HRM practices contribute to knowledge creation and innovation. And more recently, Donate, Peña, and Sanchez de Pablo (2016) in their study of the technological firms in Spain showed that collaborative HRM practices influence social capital, which, in turn, affect innovation capabilities of organisations. This leads to our next hypothesis.

**H5: Resource management positively influences innovation capability**

A number of studies (Wikström, 1995; Chen, Weng, and Huang, 2016; Cui and Wu, 2016) have reported the significance of customer engagement in establishing innovation capability, for example, Wikström (1995) highlighted that company-consumer interaction is becoming more frequent in a wide range of consumer industries and this interaction is enhancing the innovative capability of the producers. Sawhney et al. (2005) discussed the impact of internet on the process of collaborative innovation and suggested that firms can use this platform to engage customers in the collaborative innovation process for product development. The study by Lin et al. (2010) reasserted the role of customer engagement and relationship
management as a key to increase their innovation capability. Based on the premise of the resource-based view (RBV) of the firm, Menguc et al. (2014) examined the effect of customer and supplier involvement in the design process and evaluating the performance of new products in Canadian high-tech companies. Findings of their study provided a strong support for the role of customer involvement in product design to improve new product performance under high incremental innovation capability. Recently, Chen et al. (2016) and Cui and Wu (2016) have stressed the importance of customer involvement in innovation process. Cui and Wu (2016) further argue that customer involvement as co-developers and co-innovators also results in improved product performance. These studies show that customer role cannot be ignored and must be prioritised along with other innovation capability drivers. This leads to our last hypotheses

**H6: Customer engagement significantly and positively affects innovation capability**

### 2.2 Overview of Jordanian Banking sector

Jordan is one of the emerging markets in the Middle East, attracting several international banks and foreign investments. Service sector and especially banking sector has been one of the key sectors participating in economic growth (Ongore and Kusa, 2013). The banking sector has always deemed to be one of the most vital sectors for the economy to be able to function. Recent financial crisis in mid-2007 had a severe impact on all sectors and banking sector was most hit by this crisis. Shah (2013) reports that a lot of industries went bankrupt after the last financial crisis in mid-2007 and many attributed this failure to lack of innovation capability or not measuring the process of innovation and innovation’s outcome (Adams et al., 2006). Jordanian-banks were also severely affected during the recession. For example, Jordan Ahli Bank profits decreased by 46 percent, while Arab bank profits decreased by 17 percent after the crisis, as published in the annual reports of banks’ annual in 2007 and 2008. A number of researchers have focused on performance measurement in banks such as Avkiran (2015), Barros, Managi, and Matousek (2012), and Ho and Zhu (2004). In particular, there are limited studies on the Jordanian banking sector (Tomar, and Bino, 2012; Almazari, 2012). This research therefore will concentrate on Jordanian banking sector as a focal point. The main driver of focusing on Jordanian banks is that there is a lack of studies addressing banking sector, especially in Jordan. Thus this study will address this research gap and further our understanding about innovation capability of Jordanian banking sector. As innovation capabilities are interrelated and can lead to improved performance (Saunila et al., 2014). Therefore, this research will also focus on examining the effect of the innovation capability on the organisational performance.

### 3. Conceptual Framework and Research Methodology

A theoretical framework based on the resource-based view was adopted to highlight the importance of resources and capabilities. The conceptual framework developed in this paper to understand the relationships between determinants of innovation capability and organisational performance is presented in Figure 1. From the review of literature presented earlier four determinants of innovation capability in a service organisation are identified as organisational culture (OC), knowledge sharing (KS), efficient resource management (RM), and customer engagement (CE). The organisational performance is measured in terms of both financial and non-financial performance. In the conceptual framework, organisational performance is the dependent variable, whereas the determinants of innovation capability are independent variables.

[Insert Figure 1 here]
Aiming to investigate the impact of innovation capability on performance this study sets out to adopt a quantitative approach. The choice of quantitative research method is purely driven by the explanatory nature of this study. The quantitative method of research is normally linked to the deductive approach aimed at testing theory and often follows a positivist philosophy. Since we intend to examine the relationship between the innovation capability factors and organisational performance, quantitative research methodology seems appropriate. In this study, empirical data was collected through the use of a survey questionnaire from Jordanian banks. The choice of Jordanian banking sector were made for two reasons; (1) the study aimed to contribute to the limited knowledge on the innovation capabilities in developing countries and Jordan being one of the fastest developing country suited the research requirement; and (2) one of the co-authors had worked in the Jordanian banking sector, thus has good connections which was needed for good survey response. So in summary the lack of studies on developing country context and access to the sector motivated the preferred option to conduct data collection from Jordan.

The survey questionnaire was uploaded and distributed through an online platform using Qualtrics. The data was collected over a period of 3 months between July 2015 and September 2015. Research questionnaire was distributed through personal networks involving bank’s HR teams as one of the researchers had a good contact with bank professionals in the country. Professional websites such as LinkedIn was also used to circulate the survey. All banks in Jordan were considered for the sample of this study. Survey was circulated to around 300 respondents. In total 160 valid responses were collected representing a response rate of 53 percent. Several studies such as Cohen et al. (2007) and Watt et al. (2002) has suggested a response rate of 30 to 35 percent acceptable and according to these standards our sample size is considered to be good. Many studies have also indicated that achieving high responses is always challenging and have hence reported less than 25 percent response rate or lower survey responses (Belekoukias, Garza-Reyes, & Kumar, 2014; Freise and Seuring, 2015). The ethical guidelines were strictly followed to maintain the confidentiality of the respondents. Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to analyse the survey data. Next section elaborates the findings of the study.

4. Findings and Discussion

The findings of this study are based on 160 valid survey responses from different banks in the Jordan. All these responses were analysed through various statistical methods such as descriptive statistics, correlations and regressions. Majority of respondents were from large operating banks (around 79 percent) followed by from medium size banks (19 percent). The majority of the respondents were working at middle level (42 percent) whereas around 36 percent respondents were holding senior level positions (See Figure 2).

With regards to questions around innovation, results show that most banks consider launching new products and customer feedback as a way to continue to innovate. Most respondents (75 percent) also asserted that they link the success of launching new products with its financial returns and devote resources to develop new products and improve their services. In addition, the banks concentrate on the branding through being innovative. Most respondents (72 percent) also emphasized that their banks invest heavily in developing technological and other sources to improve performance. In addition, respondents agreed (63 percent) that their banks encourage the innovative culture between the employees and adopt a consistent innovative strategy. The evidence from the data therefore suggests that Jordanian banks consider innovation culture and strategy to support their innovation measurement through these means.

In order to investigate the linkages among the innovation capabilities indicators, innovation capability and performance measures, firstly correlation analysis was performed. The outcome of the correlation analysis is shown in Table 1. While investigating the linkage between the innovation capability indicators, innovation capability and organisational performance, the correlation analysis showed that there a positive and significant relationship exists between them, as they were significant at p<0.01 level. All the innovation
capability indicators were moderately correlated (0.3 to 0.6) with the organisational performance measures (both financial and non-financial performance). The indicators were also positively and significantly correlated with innovation capability suggesting that these indicators have significant influence on the innovation capability of organisations (see Table 1). The innovation capability was also positively and significantly correlated with the two performance measures financial performance (.596**) and non-financial performance (.597**). The findings support the argument that innovation capability does have a significant impact on the performance of the banks. These results also support discussions held in the previous literature (Cui and Wu, 2016; Saunila et al. 2014; Taticchi et al., 2010,) and others that considers innovation capabilities as a dynamic balanced way in measuring performance.

It was also interesting to find significant correlation between the innovation capability indicators which indicates that an interrelationship exists between them. Findings shows that organisational culture has a strong correlation with knowledge sharing (0.800) that was significant at p<0.01 level. This supports the existing arguments in the literature where culture is seen as a key factor for knowledge creation within the organisation that effectively contributes towards improving performance and stimulating creativity and innovation (Martins and Terblanche, 2003). This is also in line with the view of Martin-de Castro et al. (2013) who assert that intellectual and organisational knowledge assets as well as its ability to deploy these assets effectively are central for developing innovation capability. The significant correlation evident between the organisational culture and other measures of innovation capability is aligned with the literature that support the view that culture does impact a range of organisational processes and performance (Siehl, and Martin, 1988; Lee and Yu, 2004; Abu-Jarad, Yusof, and Nikbin, 2010). Thus, the findings support the notion that organisational culture plays a major role in innovation creation (Reigle, 2001). Customer engagement and resource management was also found be positively and significantly correlated (.602) which is aligned with the findings of Chen et al. (2017) which suggests that high commitment to HR practices improves customer service performance.

To further verify the impact of determinants on innovation capability, a regression analysis was performed. The regression analysis shows that altogether these determinants explain about 65 percent (Adjusted R² value = .651) of the variance and co-efficient was also found to be significant (see Table 2).

To investigate the impact of innovation capability on organisational performance, firstly regression analysis was carried out with financial performance out which shows that it explains around 35 percent of the variance (Adj. R² = .351) (Table 3). Thereafter regression with non-financial performance was performed which was similar (Adj. R² = .352) (Table 4). This shows that innovation capability explains around 35 percent of variance in both performance measures significant at 1 percent level. We also tested the relationship between innovation capability indicators and organisational performance measures (see Table 5 and Table 6). The findings show that these indicators explain around 40 percent (Adj. R² = .396) of the variance in non-financial performance whereas only 28 percent of variance in the financial performance both significant at 1percent level.

The survey findings also show that more than 75 percent of the respondents agreed/ strongly agreed that all determinants (OC, RM, KS and CE) positively influence the development of innovation capability. This result supports the discussion held by Windrum & Garcia-Goni (2008). Rejeb et al. (2008) also argued that
different determinants of innovation capability should be integrated, especially in the dynamic operating environment, in order to reach a reliable conclusion.

The findings provide the evidence for the understanding the impact of innovation capability on organisational performance in Jordanian banking sector. Findings show that the innovation capability studied in this research does affect both financial and non-financial performance positively. Moreover, it supports the discussion that considers measuring determinants of innovation capabilities to investigate the relationship with performance in more precise way. Our study also supports the arguments presented by Saunila et al. (2014) regarding innovation capability leading to improved performance.

5. Conclusion, Limitations and Future research

In the economic growth of a country banking sector plays a vital role. Innovation capability is largely seen as a crucial source for generating sustainable competitive advantage. This paper focusses on four determinants of innovation capability, organisational culture (OC), knowledge sharing (KS), resource management (RM), and effective customer engagement (CE) and establishes a positive relationship with organisational financial and non-financial performance. The findings indicate that all four determinants play a crucial role in driving innovation capability which in term influences the financial and non-financial performance of an organisation (see Table 7). The study provides a number of guidelines to both researchers and practitioners about the role that innovation plays in improving the performance of service organisations.

From theoretical perspective this study furthers our understanding of the relationships among innovation enabling factors and performance. The focus on four key innovation capability indicators that are applicable to service organisations and providing empirical evidence to their interrelationships adds to the limited existing literature in the area. The study also contributes to the limited knowledge on the innovation capabilities in developing countries by providing evidence from the Jordanian banking sector. Though the findings are based on the data from Jordanian sector, the findings are equally applicable to banking sector of many developing countries as most of them face similar challenges. It is also likely that findings from the banking sector could be also applicable to other service sector organisations, though this needs to be verified due to varying transactional nature of the service firms. From a managerial viewpoint this study identifies several factors that are essential in developing innovation capability. The study also discusses the implications of these factors in developing organisational strategies that encourage and foster financial and non-financial improvements. These findings are quite beneficial for managers on innovation pathway seeking to improve their organisational performance.

As is the case with most studies, this study has certain limitations. The findings of this study are based on limited survey responses (i.e. 160 responses) from Jordan banking sector. Although the limited responses in this study is better than many other past literature, for example, Upadhaya et al., (2014) - 58 responses, additional responses could help to further strengthen the findings and assist in generalisation across the sector. In addition, this study could also benefit from the support of qualitative data such as semi-structured interviews to have an in-depth understanding of the motivations and challenges in developing innovation capability in service organisations.

Future research can adopt a mixed methods approach to triangulate the findings using both quantitative and qualitative methods. Future studies need to focus on collecting evidence from other service organisations in multiple countries to have a comprehensive understanding of innovation capabilities in variety of business settings. Particularly extending this study to compare developing and developed countries will be interesting to see. In addition, comparing findings of service sector with other sectors would also further
our understanding of how these relationship dynamics changes across sectors. This study focused on four determinants of innovation capability therefore future studies can consider other dimensions at organisational and inter-organisational level. In addition, future studies can also use more robust statistical techniques to analyse the data such as structural equation modelling.
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